
 

The Gaussian Elimination algorithm

Input A list of vectors Vi vk in V and a

basis Ei ten of V
v ane t amen

we can write input data as follows
y ane t tannen

iii lIE je n

output A list of vectors Wi wk with the same

span as Vi ihr such that the correspondingMatri

is in Row Echelon or Reduced Row Echelon form

first nonzero number
E

There in row Ri is 1
in position ti and

tit ti

same as above but

RRE

L I also for alli the

ti position is 0

for all other rows

R jt in

the
e sent r II in T



The purpose of GE is to make it

easy to understand span Vi V

Can easily answer questions like

Is Cui V linearly independent

what is dim Space Vy Ve

find a basis for span v Vr

Is span Vi Vk Span ul sue

Solving systems of in homogeneous
linear equations

Elementary Row Operations

GE proceeds by successively applying one of
three basic transformations

Ri Rj
1 switching v Vi Vj v 1 7 Cris i Vjs Ni Vk

R IRI
2 scaling 71 0 v Vi var 1 2 v Xvi ik

Rit Ritt Rj
3 shearing v vi Vj Vk v Vit Vj yVj Yr

Each operation is reversible and does not

change the span Since we are changing
the list of vectors the matrix will change
by switching scaling or shearing the rows



Obtaining the RE form forward pass

Steph find a re with earliest nonzero

coefficient aei and switch it switch

with VI
Scale the new v by Aei scale

If any other vector Vm has

nonzero Ami shear it replacing shear

Vm by Um Ami aei v

J Aei ve

outpost Eez
v faiiaeilve

m Vm Lamia Ye m4 se
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Step2 Repeat procedure for CVT VI
After step2 matrix looks like

r

h L



Stepj Let v V be the output of
step j 1 Repeat the above process

with the list Jj Thr

After k steps the algorithm arrives at

the RE form To get the RRE form
we simply shear off entries above theechelon

RE E Backward Pass

Let v Vk be a list in RE form

Steph Let e be the echelon position of

use Uk to shear all of Vi she

so that their coefficient in position e is O

T V ale VK
i

II VK.i 9 ie VrIi

v

Step use VI to shear VT VI z
in same way and so on

after K steps this terminates in RRE form


